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1 1 1 1 1 1
1     
1     
1    
1 1 1 1 1





????????? bc = ad+ 1 ????








1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 2 2 1 4
1 3 3 1 3   
1 4 1 2   
1 1 1 1 1
????????. ??????????, ????? 1??????????. ????
????????, ??????????????????????. ??? frieze ???





1 1 1 1 1 1
1 3 2 2 2 1   
1 2 5 3 3 1   
1 3 7 4 1   
1 4 9 1   
1 5 2 1   
1 1 1 1






(2) ?????????????? 1 ???
Example 1.3. ?????????????????. ????????????, ???
?????????? n ? n = 2 ????.
1 1 1 1





























????, ????? x1; x2????????. ??????????, ?????????
??. x3; x4; x5??????????? x1; x2??????????. ??? x1 = x2 = 1
???????????????. ???????????????? Laurent?????
???.
?????, ??? x1;    ; xn ????????
Fact.
(1) ??? xk (k > n) ? x1;    ; xn ? Laurent ??????
(2) ??????? x1;    ; xn ???
(3) x1;    ; xn ?????????????? Laurent ???????????????
?????
???? (3)??????????? n(n+ 1)=2 ?????????????.
?????????????????, ????????????. ?????????,
?????????????????????????????????????. ???
? n = 2 ????????.
Example 1.4. d1; d2  1 ?????, ? 1.3 ????
1 1 1 1
x1 x3 x5 x7   
x2 x4 x6   

































x7 = x1; x8 = x2
???????????. ????????????????????.
????????????????. ????? x1 = x2 = 1 ??????????.
(d1; d2) = (1; 3):
1 1 1 1
1 2 5 3 1
1 9 14 2 1
1 1 1 1
??? 1????????, ???????????.
(d1; d2) = (1; 4):
1 1 1 1
1 2 9 43 206
1 17 386 8857
1 1 1 1
?????, ???????????????????, ???????????????
?. ????????????????????. ???, ??????????????
???????.
(d1; d2) = (2; 2):
1 1 1 1
1 2 13 89 610
1 5 34 233 1597





(1) ???? xk ??? x1; x2 ? Laurent ??????


















































??? frieze? n = 2, (d1; d2) = (1; 1) ???????????. ??????? 4.1?





 (n+ 3)????????? n?? frieze??????













































???? si;j ???????????, ??????????????? i ?? j ????
?? si;j ???, ??????????????.
quiver ???????????????? x = (x1;    ; xn) ??????, ?????
xi ?????????????. ?????????????????????. quiver ?
????????? (Q; x) ? a seed (?)?????.
?? k 2 I ???????, seed (Q; x) ????? seed (Q0; x0) ??? mutation????
?????????????.
Denition 2.1. seed (Q; x) ? k 2 I ???? mutation k(Q; x) = (Q0; x0) ?????
????.

















xi (i 6= k)
???
Q
j!k? j?? k????????????? j ??????,
Q
j k? k?? j?
???????????? j ???????????. ??????????????? 1
???.
 Q0 ????
(1) ?? k ????????????????????? sij ?????????.



























































????? Q0 ??????? quiver ??????, x0 = (x01;    ; x0n) ???????
??????????, ????? (Q0; x0) ??? seed ?????.
?? (Q; x) ???????, ??? the initial seed ?????????. initial seed ?
mutation ?????????????????? seed ?? (Q00; x00) ??????, ??
? x00k ????????Q(x1;    ; xn) ? Z ????? A(Q; x) ????. ??? A(Q; x)
? x00k ????????, ??
p1; p2 2 A(Q; x); c1; c2 2 Z =) c1p1 + c2p2 2 A(Q; x); c1p1p2 2 A(Q; x)
???????????????. ?? A(Q; x) ?, initial seed (Q; x) ????????
?????????.
??? mutation ?????????? seed ??????????????????.
???? seed ???????????????????????, ??????????
??.
??, ?????? 1???? 1??????.
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1(=  1 2






































???????. ??? s12 : x1 $ x2 ?????????????
s12  1  2  1  2  1 = id
??????????. ??, ??????????????? 5????









??? i  j = j  i
(3) ????, ??????????????????????.
????? mutation ? 2???????????????, ???  ! ???????
????????????????.
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Q 2. k  k = id ???.
??, ?????????? B. Keller ??? mutation ??????????????
???????. Keller, mutation, Java ??????????????????.
???, ??????? A(Q; x) ????????????????.
Theorem 2.2. [FZI, FZII]
(1) ??????????? x00i ? x1;    ; xn ? Laurent??????. ????
x00i 2 Q[x1k ; k 2 I]:
(2) ??????????????? () Q ?ADE? quiver ? mutation ??.
??? quiver Q;Q0 ?mutation????, i1;    ; iM 2 I ?????iM     i1(Q) =
Q0 ??????????.
ADE ? quiver ?????, ???????????? 2.3??????. ? 4????
?????.





? D4? quiver ? mutation ??.
?? 2.2?????????????????, ??????????????. ?? (1)
????????????, ???? (2)????????????????, ?????
??????????.
?? L0 := Q[x1k ; k 2 I] ?????.


























???????????????????. ?????? p = 1 ???????????
??.









x(1)i ; x(2)j ; x(3)i 2 L0
???, ??? x(1)i? x(2)j , x(1)i? x(3)i????????.












Key Lemma ???? [FZ-L] ??????????????????????????
??????, ?????????????????.







?????? (quiver ???????????). ????? t ?????????? k 2 I
? n ????????.
Theorem 2.3. (Caterpillar Lemma ? CA?) t0 = (Q; x) ???, ???? Tn;N ???
??? n = 4 ????.
     
       
t0 t1 tN thead
???? thead ?????????????????? L0 ????.






N  1 ??, Tn;m (m  N) ????????????????. Tn;N+1 ????
x(thead)k 2 L0 ??????. ???????? x0k := x(thead)k ? L(t1) ???????
















?????? t03 ???? t03 ! t2 !    ! tN ! thead ?????, ??????????


















c (f; f 0 2 L0 ; a; b; c 2 Z0)
???. Key Lemma ???????? x(t1)i ? x(t2)j , x(t03)i ??????????,
a = b = c = 0 ?????????. ????????.
??1-2 (1)??? ??? seed t????mutation?? i1 ;    ; im ????i1   im(t0) =
t ????. Tn;m 1 ???????????.
Remark. [FZ-L] ?? +   +
xi
????????????????????????
????????????????? Caterpillar Lemma ????????????. ?
?????????????BKP ???????, ? Somos 6,7 ???????????
????. ?????????????????? [LP]????????.





















































8<: bij (i = k of j = k)bij + 12 jbikjbkj + bikjbkj j (i; j 6= k)
?????????? mutation ???????????????????, ??????
?????????.
Remark. ?????, ???????????? CA ????????????. ???
B 2 Matn(Z) ???????
()
def































? 2: a)???? b)????????
Q 4. ???????.
??, ??????? Conway-Coxeter frieze ???????????????????
???. ??????? c); d) ???????????, a); b); c) ?? 1.4???????
? (d1; d2) = (1; 1); (1; 2); (1; 3) ?????????.
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? 3: c)??????? d) ???????
????????????????.











Case a): 1 = (1;
1p
3
); 2 = ( 1; 1p3)
??????????????  ??? k ????
L;k := fv 2 R2 j (v; ) = kg
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 := f1; 2; (1 + 2)g
? a) ??????????.









Case b): 1 = (1; 1); 2 = ( 1; 0)
???????????????????????????.
 := f1; 2; (1 + 2); (21 + 2)g
Case c), d).
c), d) ???????










), 2 = ( 
p
2; 0)

























f????????????? gnfx1; x2g  !
1:1
???????
?????????. ???????????  ?????????+???????
????. ???????????????.
Q 5. (d1; d2) = (1; 3) ???????????????????. ?? Case c), d) ???
??????????????????.
Remark. ??????
???  (n+ 1) ??, ???  ?????
????????????? rank n ??????????.
2.3 ???????
????????????????????. V ? n ?? Euclid??, ????R ??
n ?????????????? ( ; ) ?????????????.
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Denition 2.4. V ?????  ?????? (1){(4)??????  ? V ??????
?????.
(1)  ????????????????, R ? V ?????.
(2)  2  ???? V ?????? s ?
s : V  ! V ; v 7! v   2 (v; )
(; )

????? s() =  ?????.
(3) ??? ;  2  ??? 2(; )
(; )
2 Z
(4)  2  ?? k 2  ????? k 2 Z ? k = 1 ???.
?? (2)??????? s ?, ????  ???????????????????.





Lemma 2.5. ;  2  ???????????, ??????  ???. ????  ?






 jj=jj C C
=2 ?? 0 0








Proof. (; ) = jjjj cos  ?? CC = 4 cos2 . ????????, ?? cos2  6= 1 ?
? 4 cos2  = 0; 1; 2; 3 ???. ????????????.















Denition 2.6. (1) ????  ????????, ???????? 1;2 ?????
1 \ 2 = ;,  = 1 t 2, ??  2 1;  2 2 ) (; ) = 0
??????????. ???????  ??????.
(2) V1; V2 ? Euclid??, i ? Vi ????????. 1 ? 2 ????????, ??
???? f : V1 ! V2 ?????
f(1) = 2, ?? ;  2 1 ) Cf()f() = C
??????????.
Denition 2.7.  ????????. ??????? fs j  2 g ?????? V ??
??? Weyl ???? W ?????.
Remark. W () =  ???????, Weyl????  ??????????????.
 ????????,????W ???????????????.
2.4 ???????
Denition 2.8. (1) ????  ?????  = f1;    ; ng ???????????
?????????
(a)  ? V ???,
(b)  2  ?  =Pnk=1 ckk ???????, ck 2 Z, ?? c1;    ; cn  0, ???
c1;    ; cn  0 ??????????. ????? ?????, ??????
??????.
 ?? k ?????????.
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(2) Weyl ?? si ???????W = hs1 ;    ; sni.
(1)-(b) ??, ???????????? + ? ???????   ? disjoint union
 = + t   ?????.







 : V ?????,  = f1;    ; ng : ????????, Cij = 2 (j ; i)
(j ; j)








(1)  ? 0 ???
(2) ???????????????????? i; j ???? Cij = C 0ij ???.




i;j=1; ;n ?  ? Cartan ?????.
?? 2.9???,  ??????? C ?????????????????????.







 ??????? n ????.
 jCij j  jCjij ??? ?? i, j ? jCij j ??????.
21
 ?????? jij < jj j ??? j ?? i ???????.
Theorem 2.12. ??????? A{G ?Dynkin????????????.
Dynkin ?????????????????. ?? n = 2???? A2, B2 = C2, G2 ?
??????????.
?????????????????? (ADE ?)? quiver??????. quiver??
??????? CA????????Dynkin??????????????.
22





















































































? 4: Dynkin ??
23
 An ?????
???????? An ?????????, ?????Weyl ????????????
????. ??Dynkin??????????.
       
1 2 3 n  1 n
e1;    ; en+1 ? Rn+1 ?????????. ????
ei = (0;    ; 0; 1
i th
; 0;    ; 0) ; (ei; ej) = ij
??. ???????????? n ?? Euclid ???




????. ????????, ????????, ???????????????
 = fei   ej j 1  i; j  n+ 1; i 6= jg ;
 = fi = ei   ei+1 j 1  i  ng ;
 = fei   ej j i 7 jg ;
?????. ?????????????






ek+1 i = k
ek i = k + 1
ei ???
?????. ??? sk ? ek; ek+1 ????????????????. ??????
Fact. WAn ???? Sn+1 ???.
?? si = si ?????. si(i) =  i ???. ???????? n = 2; 3 ????
Weyl ??????????????? 5 ???????? ( ???????, ?? 2.15
???).
Q 6. A4 ??????????????????.
24































































? 5: Weyl ??  ??? | ???? si ??? (i ???), ??  ??? ( ???)






Denition 2.13. (1) ??????? A(Q; x) ?????, (Q; x) ??mutation???
?? seed ????????????. ????????????, ????????




1i;jn 2 Matn(Z) ?
aij =
8<:2 (i = j) jbij j (i 6= j)
????.
????  ?????
> 1 := + t
  
????, > 1 ??????????????(almost positive root)?????????.
?? quiver ???????, ??????????????????????????





??????, ???????????? 2.2 (2)???????????.
Theorem 2.14. [FZII] ??????? A(Q; x) ??????????.
(1) A(Q; x) ????????????????, Q ? mutation ??? quiver Q0 ??
??? A(BQ0) ? ADE ?? Cartan??????????.
(2) A(Q; x) ????????, ?????
 : > 1  !??????????;  7! x[]
?????. ?? Q ? ADE?? quiver ?, ????????? source ??? sink
??????, ?????
 :  =
nX
i=1




?????????. ??? P 2 Q[x1;    ; xn] ????? 0 ?????????
??.
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?? (1)????????????????, ???? (2)??????.
Remark. quiver ??????, ???????? B ???????????? A(B; x)
?????, ????? (1)???????????
(1)' A(B; x) ????????????????, B ? mutation ?????B0
????? A(B0) ? A{G ??????? Cartan ??????????.
????????????????. ?????????????????????.
A(Q; x) ?????????, ????? Q ? ADE?Dynkin ???????. ???
? mutation ?????????????????? sink ??? source ????????
???????. ?? Q ????????, source ???? I+, sink ???? I  ???
??? I = I+ t I ???, i 2 I ????
"(i) =
8<:+1 (i 2 I+) 1 (i 2 I )
?????. ??? D5 ?????
   

1 2 3 4
5
I+ = f1; 3g
I  = f2; 4; 5g
Denition 2.15. " = +;  ?????? " : > 1 ! > 1 ??????????
"() =




??? 2???????????????, ???????????????. ????




    " "" ;
k"() := min
 
k 2 Z0 j  (k+1)" () =  (k)" () 2  

; ( 2 > 1)
27
?????. ????  =  i 2   ??, i ? source ??? k () = 0, sink ???
k+() = 0 ??. ? 5?????? A2 ?????
k+(1 + 2) = 2 = k (1 + 2) ; k+(1) = 1 ; k (1) = 3
????????????????.
Remark. ???  2 > 1 ???? k+() + k () = h+1 ???????. ??? h ?
Coxeter ?, ???? s1s2    sn 2W ?????. ??
k"(j)( j) = h+ 1 ; k "(j)( j) = 0 :
An Dn E6 E7 E8
h n+ 1 2n+ 2 12 18 30
Coexter?
Denition 2.16. (1) i 2  ?????? [ : i] : Z  ! Z ??????.




(2) ?? (jj) : > 1  > 1 ! Z0 ??????.
( ijj) = max
 




(3) ; 0 2 > 1 ????? (compatible) ?? (jj0) = (0jj) = 0 ???????.
; 0 2 > 1 ????? (exchangeable) ?? (jj0) = (0jj) = 1 ???????.
?? (2)? well-dened ?????????????????????, ???????
?. 2????????? " ? 0 ??????????, ???  i ?????????
????????????????.
Example 2.7. A2 ???, ? 5????
(1jj1 + 2) = ( 1jj2) = 0 ;
(1jj2) = ( 1jj1 + 2) = 1 ;




Theorem A . (> 1?????)
(> 1) ?
?? :  2 > 1
?? :?????????????  2 > 1??
??????????????. ????
(1) ????? n????????? (n   1)?????, ??? n?????? Z ?
?????.
(2) ?? C;C 0 ???????????? ; 0 2 > 1 ????C 0 = (Cnfg)\f0g ?
???????????. ???? ; 0 ????????.








Remark. (> 1) ? (n  1)?????????????Theorem 2.2 (1) ??????
?? tree ??????.






(1) C 7! B(C) ???? mutation ?????? compatible ???. ??? C;C 0 ??
???, ; 0 ????????





(2) C0 := f 1;    ; ng ??? B(C0) ?
b i; j =
8<:0 (i = j)"(j)aij (i 6= j)






?????????????, aij < 0 ???











Theorem C . "(C) = C
0 ???????? B(C 0) =  B(C).





(i) k() = 0 ???
?????  =  i ?????????. ????? x[] = xi ??????????.
(ii) k() = k  1 ???




(P0 2 Q[x1;    ; xn])
????. ??? 0 =
Pn







??,  ?????? j 2 I ????
 =  (k)"j ( j) = 
(k 1)
 "j (j)
???????.  =  (k 1) "j ????

















??? Theorem C ??, B(C) = ( 1)k 1B(C0) ?????. ??? B(C0) ?????














































????? P ????, ??????? P 2 L0 = Q[x1k ; k 2 I] ??. ??????
? 0??????A;B ???? A=B 2 L0 ???A=B ????? 0?????????
??, ?? P ????? 0????????.
?????????
( j)  j =  (j) (2.2)
??????. ?????????, ???????????? ([FZ]?????????):












Remark.  ??? mutation ?????????, ???????. ???? A3 ?
1 ! 2  3 ????????.   ? 2, + ? 13 ??????, ?????
+(C0) = C ; +2(C0) = 2(C) ;
















(jj) = 0 () (jj) = 0 ;
quiver ? simply laced ? Dynkin ????? (jj) = (jj) :
(2) ?? seed (Q; x) ?? mutation???????????????????? X 
Q[x1i ; i 2 I], ?? seed (Q0; x0) ?? mutation????????????????
????X 0  Q[x01i ; i 2 I] ??,  : Q[x1i ; i 2 I] ! Q[x
01
i ; i 2 I] ? (xi) = x0i
(i 2 I) ????????. Q?Q0?mutation????, ???? (X) 6= X 0 ??.





















2 X 0 ?????.
2.6 ???????????
????? CA ??????????CA??????????. ??????????
????????????????????????, ??????????, seed???
????????????????.
semield ????(P;; ) ??, ?  ??????? P ??? ??????????
?. a; b; c 2 P ???????
a b = b a ;
(a b)  c = a  c b  c ;
(a b) c = a (b c)
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?????????. ZP ? (? ????)?????????????????????
?. QP ? ZP???????.
Q ? quiver, I = f1;    ; ng, x = (x1;    ; xn) ? QP ????????????, ???
y = (y1;    ; yn) (yi 2 P) ??????. yi ??????????. (??? x, y ????
? x??, y????????????. )
Denition 2.17. ???? CA A(Q; x; y) ??????????.
(1) (Q; x; y) ??? seed ???.
(2) mutation k(Q; x; y) = (Q




y 1k (i = k)




























1A (i = k) :
(3) (Q; x; y) ?? mutation ???????????? seed ????????????
??????? x00k ?????? QP(xi; i 2 I) ? Z ???? A(Q; x; y) ?????
CA ???.
Remark. semield ????????????.




; f(y); g(y) ???????????????? g(y) 6= 0
????????? R(y)?????????????????. ????????
??????????? Q+(y)  Q(y) ?????. ????
1  y1 + y21 =
1 + y31
1 + y1
2 Q+(y) ; 1
1  y1 62 Q+(y) :
Q+(y) ??????????????? semield ? universal semield ???
Puniv(y) = (Q+(y);+; )
?????.
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(2) 1 ??? P = f1g ??? 1  1 = 1 ???? trivial semield Ptriv. ????
A(Q; x; y) = A(Q; x) ???.










i (ai; bi 2 Z)




yaii j ai 2 Z(i 2 I)g;; )
?????.




































1 !  1 2














Q 7. A2 ???? x ???????.
Theorem 2.18. [FZIV]
(1) ????CA????? Laurent ??????. ??????????????? x00k
? QP[x1i ; i 2 I] ????.
(2) ???? x00k ?????????????????????Q ? ADE ? quiver ?
mutation ??????????.
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Proposition 2.19. [FZIV] (Q; x; y) ? seed ??,
















?????, mutation k(Q; x; y) = (Q0; x0; y0) ???? y^i ??????????.
y^0i =
8>>><>>>:










i ski   k)
Proof. Q, Q0 ?????????? (bij), (b0ij) ????. i = k ???? y0k = y
 1
k ?
































b0ji   bji =
8<:sik(bjk   jbjkj)=2 (
i sik ! k) ;
ski(bjk + jbjkj)=2 ( i ski   k) ;
????????.
Proposition 2.20. [FZIV] P = Puniv(y) ???.













Fj(y) 2 Q+[y] ????? 1 ;
c0i = (c
0
ji)j=1; ;n ??????????? c0i 2 (Z0)n t (Z0)n :
?? c0i ???? n n ??? c0 = (c0i) ???.
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(2) c0i 2 (Z0)n ??? "0i = 1, c0i 2 (Z0)n ??? "0i =  1 ????. mutation
k(B
0; c0) = (B00; c00) ???????? c00 ??????????
c00ji =
8<: c0ji (i = k) ;c0ji + c0jkmax("0kb0ki; 0) (i 6= k)
????? c0i ??c?????, ?? "0i ????????????????. x; y ???
mutation ???????, c????????????????????. ???????
???, c0 ?? seed (Q0; x0; y0) ???????? encode ?????????????.



















(ai 2 Z; f1; f2 2 Q+[y]; f1(0)f2(0) 6= 0)
? semield ??????.
Theorem 2.22. [P]?? seed (B; x; y)?? mutation???????? seed (B0; x0; y0)?
c ??????? c0 = (c0i)i2I ?????????????. ??????? y?? ([y0i])i2I
?? seed (B0; x0; y0) ??????) ?????.
??????????????????????????????????????.
Q 8. Q =
1  ! 2    3, B = BQ, c =???????. ????? c? c???????
??????. (B; c) ??????? mutation ????
(B; c)
1 ! (B(1); c(1)) 3 ! (B(2); c(2)) 2 ! (B(3); c(3))
1 ! (B(4); c(4)) 3 ! (B(5); c(5)) 2 ! (B(6); c(6)) 1 !   
???? c(1);    ; c(6) ????.
Remark. CA ?????????????????CA with frozen variables ?????
?????, ????????????. ?????????? quiver ?, ???????





??? Somos 4 ??, n 2 Z0 ???????, xn ???????????????
xn+4xn = xn+1xn+3 + x
2
n+2
?????. n = 0; 1; 2; 3 ????????? xn (n  4) ???????????.
Fact. x0 = x1 = x2 = x3 = 1 ???? xn 2 Z0 (n  4) ?????. ??
x4; x5;    = 2; 3; 7; 23; 59; 314; 1529; 8209; 83313;   
Somos 4 ???? Michael Somos ???????????, 1980??????????
??????????????. ??????? 1990????????????????
????. Fomin-Zelevinsky ? CA ??????????, ??????????????
????.
















mutation ? 1 ???? quiver ? 90?????????????????. ?????
?, ??? mutation ?? quiver ??????????. ????  : (1234) 7! (2341) ?
???????
(Q; x(0))  !
1
((Q); x(1))  !
(1)
    !
3(1)
(4(Q); x(4)) = (Q; x(4))
??
P+ := f(i; u) 2 I  Z0 j i  u  1 mod 4g
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?????????? fxi(u) j (i; u) 2 P+g???????????????????. (P+
??? mutation ???????????? (the set of) forward mutation points ???
???. )
xi(u+ 4) =




???? i ????? Somos 4 ???????.







xn 2 Z>0[; ][x1k ; k = 1; 2; 3; 4] (n  5)
?????.
????????
Corollary 3.2. Somos 4???? xn 2 Z>0[x1k ; k = 1; 2; 3; 4]. ?? x1 = x2 = x3 = x4 =




(2) ????? Q ??????????? quiver ?? mutation periodic ??????
???. mutation periodic ??? quiver ??????????????.
Theorem 3.3. [FM] quiver Q ??? 1 ?????mutation periodic ??????
?????, ?????BQ ?????????????????????.
(0; a1;    ; an 1) ; ak = an k (k = 1;    ; n  1):
???? Somos 4 ? quiver ???
BQ =
0BBB@
0  1 2  1
1 0  3 2
 2 3 0  1
1  2 1 0
1CCCA
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???????. ???? k = 4; 5 ???? quiver ?????. Fomin-Zelevinsky ?
k = 6; 7 ???? ( quiver ???????) ??????????????????.
Q 9. Somos 5 ? quiver ??????. ???? (0; 1; 1; 1; 1) ???.
3.2 T ????? Y ????
????????????????????????. ??? A3  A2 quiver ????
??? quiver Q ???????. ?????






(1; 1) (1; 2)
(2; 1) (2; 2)
(3; 1) (3; 2)
?????????? I = I t I ????,  =
Q
i2I i,  =
Q
i2I i ???? (?

































1CCA   
????????. ???  Q ? Q ????????????? quiver ?????.
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 T ????








?????? b  j ? (i; b) ? (i; j) ??????????????????. ????
a  j ?????. ??? A3 A2 ? T ?????????.
 Y ????












1 + yaj(u+ 1) 1















































Remark. ???, ADE ??Dynkin???? Xm; Xn ????????, Xm Xn ??
quiver Q ??Xm Xn ?? T=Y ?????????????. ???????????
??? A????????. ?
Theorem 3.4 (Zamolodchikov ?? '90s). [Ke],[IIKKS] h; h0 ????? Xm; Xn ?
Coxeter ?????, Xm  Xn ? T=Y ??????? 2(h + h0) ???. ????












????? A????? Volkov ????????????????????, DE ??
????????????????????????.
Remark.
(1) A3 A2????, ??? 2(4 + 3) = 14 ?????.
(2) ??? Xm ? T=Y ???????????. ??? Xm  A1 ?????????
???. ??????? 2(h+ 2) ?????.
(3) (h + h0) ? mutation ??????????????. ????, Xm ?, Xn ??
Dynkin??????????? ;  0 ???
xij(u+ h+ h
0) = x(i)0(j)(u)
???????. h+ h0 ?????????.
?? 3.4 ?????????, ??????????????. ?????? review [N]
????????????????. ?
???? 2.22?????




???????????. ??? semield ??? Puniv(y)???? Y ?????, Ptriv?
??? T ?????????????????.
??????????? Y ??????????????. ????????????
????.
Key A ?? 2.20(2) ??? k(B0; y0) = (B00; y00) ?????, y0 ? ????????
("0k)k2I ????????? y ??? mutation ????????????.
[y00i ] =
8<:[y0k] 1 (i = k)[y0i][y0k]max("0kb0ki;0) (i 6= k)
2????? max(   ) ???????? "0k ? b0ki ?????????????????.









[yk(u)] (i 62 I=I)










??? "0k < 0;
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???????.
????A3(= A3A1) ? A3A2 ????????????????. ???, quiver
????? c??????????, mutation ????? quiver ? c?????????
?????. c??????????????????. ?? A3  A2?????????
?????, y(0)?? y(4)???A3?????????, ????A2?????????
???, y(7)? y(0)??????????. A3?????, ??? y(0)?? y(4)???A3
????, ????A1???????, y(6)? y(0)?????.
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1  10 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 0
y(0) y(1) y(2)
0 0 1 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 10  10 0 0 1 1 0 1 0  1 10
y(5) y(4) y(3)
























































































































































































































































































































































? well dened ???. ??  ? quiver ??????????????????.
(2) ????????






?? Coxeter ??????????? (2) ???????????.  2 > 1 ????
k+() + k () = h+ 1 ????????????????????.
Remark. ???????????????
(1) Am Xn ?? T=Y ????????, ?????????? (m+1)?Xn? T=Y
??????????. ??? (m+1)? BCFG? T=Y ????????? [KNS].
???????????????? 1?????? quiver???????? (AmXn
?????????????), ??????????? [IIKKN1, IIKKN2]. ???
?, ???? h_ +m+ 1 (h_ ? dual Coxeter number)?????.
(2) ?? 2.19 ????, y^i = yi
Q
j2I xj
bji ???? mutation ??? yi ???????






??? T ???????? Y ?????????????????????. ??
?, ???????????????????????. (quiver Q ????????





 ??????????, P = fPkg1km ?  ??????????.  ?????
??????, ??? @ 6= ; ???, ????????? Pk ????????????






















????? T ?? quiver QT ??????. ?????????.
n@ ??  ! QT ???




???? j ?? i ?????????????, j ?? i ???????????.
j
i






























???????, ????????????????, ???? quiver ?????????
??????????????????.
??, ??? quiver ?????????????????????????.




















?????, ???? quiver ??mutation ??????????????????. ?


























??????????????????. 1??? ip???? 4??, 2??????














































?????????? quiver ? mutation ??????.
?????????, ???????????????.
Fact. [FST]?? (;P) ??????, T; T 0 ???????????.




T 0 =) QT  !
i
QT 0 :
(2) B(;P) ? QT ? mutation ???????, B(;P) ? T ???????? (;P)
??????.
Example 4.1. D ???, P ? @D ?? (n+ 3) ??????, B(D;P) ? An ? quiver
? mutation ????????.
?? P = fP1;    ; Pn; Pn+1g, Pi 2 @D (1  i  n), Pn+1 2 Dn@D ???, B(D;P) ?
Dn ? quiver ? mutation ????????.
?? E6; E7; E8 ???????????????????????????.




????????????, ip ? mutation ???? quiver ????? x ?????
????????????????.
??????





??????, ???????????????. H2 ?????R [ f1g??????
H2 = H2 [ R [ f1g
????. ???????? H2 ?????, ?? @H2 ????????????????
???????, @H2 ??????????????.
H2 ??? PSL2(R) = SL2(R)=fIg ???????





; z 7! Az = az + b
cz + d
????????????????.




Lemma 4.1. (1) ds2 ? PSL2(R) ?????.
(2) ????????????????, ?????  ???.
Q 11. Lemma 4.1 ?????.
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  ??
@H2 ???? H2 ????? horocycle ?????.
h
P
h1; h2 ?, ???? P1; P2 ? @H2 ???? horocycle ????. P1; P2 2 @H2 ????
???, h1 ? h2 ????????????????? `(h1; h2) ???????. ???













???, ??? h1; h2 ?????  ??????
?. ???????? horocycle ? attach ?? (`decorated')?????????????
????????????.  ??????????????????.
Lemma 4.2. P1 = (x1; 0), P2 = (x2; 0) ??, Pi ???? horocycle hi ???? ri





Proposition 4.3. [Pe] ????? H2 ?????????????
(h1; h3)(h2; h4) = (h1; h2)(h3; h4) + (h2; h3)(h1; h4)
?????.
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????????? Ptolemy?????, ??????? P1;    ; P4 ????????
?????, ???????????????????????????jP1P3jjP2P4j =









????????????, ip ? mutation ? quiver ????? x ????????
????????????.
Fact. [FST] (;P) ,! H2 ????????????????????? Pi 2 @H2
(8Pi 2 P) ?????????. Pi ? @H2 ???? horocycle hi ????, (;P) ???
??? T ? seed (QT ; x) ??????. ??? xi = (hk; hl) ?? i ? ???????.
???? T ? T 0 ?? i ???? ip ?????????, ???? seed (QT ; x) ?
(QT 0 ; x







?????, ?????????????????????. ???????? 3???
??, ???? 1???????????????.
' (S2; 3?) ' (T 2; 1?)
???????????????????????????. ?????????????
?????????  = 3  3 + 2 = 2,  = 1  3 + 2 = 0 ???????. ?
 3???????????
???????, ???? 3???? S3 ???????????, ?????????
??????????.
???????????????????????, 3?????? 4????????







































H3 := f(x; y; z) 2 R3 j z > 0g
???
ds2 =
dx2 + dy2 + dz2
z2
???????????????????. H3 ??? @H3 = C [ f1g ????? H3 =
H3 [ C [ f1g ????. @H3 ??? PSL2(C) ????????.
?????????? xy ??????????,????? xy ???????????
?????????????, ???? xy ??????????????????????.
??????? H3 ??????????? @H3 ????, ?? H3 ???, ?? H3 ?
????????????. ????????????1???????.
?????
????????,??????v0?????????3?????????? v1; v2; v3
????. ????, ?????
z() := (v2; v3; v1; v0) =
(v2   v1)(v3   v0)
(v3   v1)(v2   v0) 2 C














D(z) ? Bloch-Wigner ??, Li2(z) ? Euler ? dilogarithm ???????.
Fact.
(1) z() ? PSL2(C) ?????????. ?????  ????????





(2) PSL2(C) ???? (v0; v1; v3) ? (1; 0; 1) ?????????, v2 ? z() ????
?. ???? v0v1???????? arg z()???.
(3) Im z() > 0 () D z() > 0 ?????.
(4) z0 = 1  z, z00 = 1=(1  z) ?????D(z) = D(z0) = D(z00).
Remark. (v1; v2; v3)??????????modulus? z0(), z00()????, V ol()
???????????????? Fact (4)?????. Fact (2)????, ??????












  ????? ip
H3 ??????????????, ??????? @H3 ????, ????, ?????
????????????. ?????????????????????. ??????
??????? zi, ~zi ? assign ??????. arg zi ?? i ????????????.
??????????????????????? ip ?????. ?????????




























???????????????? z; z0; z00 ? assign ???. ???????????






































? 3??????????? zz3 = 1?????????????????,???????
???. ??????? a0; a1; a2; a3 ????? a0a1 ????? z3 ? z3 = (a2; a3; a1; a0)
????????????. ??????????????????? v0 = a0, v1 = a1,
v2 = a3, v3 = a2 ????? z = (a3; a2; a1; a0) = 1=z3 ????, ???????????
??. ?
???????, ?P = Puniv ????CA ???? y ??? mutation ???????



















???. ??? zi =  yi (i = 1;    ; 5) ?????????????????.
Fact. [NTY] T; T 0 ??????????????. T; T 0 ?? i ???? ip ????
?????, ???? seed (QT ; y) ? (QT 0 ; y0) ? mutation i ??????. ?????






 ?? (Zickert???) x ??
(Fock??) ??? y ??
Ptolemy ??? ??????? CA????????
??????? Fock ??? Zickert ?????????????????, x ??, y ?
??????????????????????????????.
??, ?????? K ???? M = S3nK ?, ???, ??????????????
???????????????????????. ???????????? @H3 ??
???, H3 ??????????????????????. ????????????
??????????.
(1) ???????????????????M ????????. ?????? V ol(M)
? K ???????. ???, W. Thurston ??????????
(2) ??????????????? ip ?????????, ???????????
??????. ????? V ol(M) ???????????
?????? V ol(M) ? CA ? algorithm ???????????????. ?????
???????.
4.4 S1 ????????????












































???? 1;1 ?????? T ?, T ? R ? L????????? R2 n Z2??????
?. ???????????R2???????, ?????????? Z2 ???????



































??, R ? L ???????? ' ???
M' :=
 




(z; 0)  ('(z); 1)
????????? S1 = [0; 1]=(0  1) ?? 1;1 ??????.
Fact.
(1) S1 ?? 1;1 ????? M' ???????????.
(2) M' ??????????????????? ' ?????????????
' = Rs1Lt1   RsnLtn (si; ti 2 Z>0; i = 1;    ; n)





?M' ? S3 ???????????????????????.
R ? L???? quiver ????????????????. ??, ?????????
???? T ?? 1? ip ???, ????????????? R(T )?????????.
???? 2? 3???????????? R(T )?????????????. ????













????? L = s2;3  2 ??????. R, L ???? R2??????????????
????????????, ??????? R(Q) = L(Q) = Q ????????????
???????.
Denition 4.4.




?????, y[1];    ; y[c+ 1] ?




(k = 1;    ; c)
???????. fy[k]gk=1; ;c+1 ? ' ? y ???????. Fk ???????????
?? [k], ?? modulus ? z[k] ???.







???. ?????? y[1] = y[c+ 1] ?????????, ??????? k = 1;    ; c ?
???
z[k] =
8<:  1y[k]1 (Fk = R)  1y[k]2 (Fk = L)














(1) ?????? y[1] ????????????????????? y ????? 1 ?
??????, mutation ??????????????????, ????????
?????????????? [NTY].
(2) M' ??????????, ????????? y1; y2 ?????????????
??.
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 2 1 + y 12 (1 + y1) 2 2
y 11
 
1 + y2(1 + y1)
2
2
y 12 (1 + y1)
 2
1CA :
y3 = 1=(y1y2) ?????? y[3] = y[1] ?????? 1 + y1 + y21 = 0 ?????
y1 = e
2i=3 = y2 ; z[1] =   1
y1










= 2:02988   
?????????????????????????. ?
Q 12. ' = RL2 ?????????.
(1) ????? 3?? moduli ????.






(1) ??????? x ???? Chern-Simons ?????????. ?4.3??????
?????????????????????. ?
(2) [0; 1] ?? 0;4 ????????????????? 2?????????????






n ? 2 ????????, ????? n ????????. ???????? i; i+ 1 ?
???????? i ?????????????????????
ii+1i = i+1ii+1 (4.1)






??? (4.1),(4.2)???????? i ???????
Bn = hi (i = 1;    ; n  1)i
? braid ??????.
Remark. Bn ??????? i =  1i ?????????????.
???? braid ??? 1 12 1
 1











?????????? K ? braid ??????
1s1
2
s2   nsn (si 2 f1;    ; n  1g; i = 1)
????????????. ??? braid ????????????????????.
braid ???????? (4.1) ? Yang-Baxter ??????, ????R???, R??, ?
????R?????.
R???????????????? K ???????????. ?????????
Jones ??? JK(2; q) 2 C[q], ??????????? Jones ??? JK(N ; q) 2 C[q] ?
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?N ? 2????????????, ???? Uq(slN ) ????????? R ?????
?????. ?? Kashaev ? N2  N2 ??????? R??, RK ?????????
Kashaev ??? hKiN ???????. ??????????????????, ????






log jhKiN j  !
N!1
V ol(S3 nK)








???, 3????? M ????? V ol(M) ? Chern-Simons ??? CS(M) ?????
???






?????. ???, CA????????????? R ???????????????
?????. ?????????, ????? CA??????????????????
????? [HI2, HI3]. ?????????????????.
??, CA?mutation? 4????????????Yang-Baxter??????? R ?




?????????? CA???????, ????????? Fock?Goncharov??
??????????????????? CA???????????? [FG]. y????
????? q??????????, q = 1???? CA?????. ?????????,
CA????? R ???? Rq ????????, ??? q? 1? 2N ?? q = e
p 1=N ?











CV (S3 nK)    hKiN




???????, ??? 2?, ??? 2???????????? T2?????. ? 4, 2,
6, 4??? ip?, ????????????????????????????????
??????? s????????. ??? 2????????????????????







































Q2?????? T2????? quiver ??, R??? half Dehn twist ????
R = s3;5  s2;5  s3;6  4  6  2  4
??????. R?????Q2?R???, ??? R(Q2) = Q2 ???????????





y1 (1 + y2 + y2y4)
y2 y4 y5 y6
1 + y2 + y6 + y2 y6 + y2 y4 y6
1 + y2 + y6 + y2 y6 + y2 y4 y6
y2 y4
y4
(1 + y2 + y2 y4) (1 + y6 + y4 y6)
1 + y2 + y6 + y2 y6 + y2 y4 y6
y4 y6
y2 y3 y4 y6
1 + y2 + y6 + y2 y6 + y2 y4 y6




R ??????????????????. ??, ???????????, ?????











???????? T2 ? 4????????????????????????. ???
?????????4v1v2v03 ?????, T2 ?? 1, 2, 3???????????? (1; 2; 3)
?????????. ???? 8???????? 2?, ??? 1?, ??? 1??? 4??
??? T2 ??????????, ?????
4v03v2v1  ! 4(1; 2; 3)
4v2v1v3  ! 4(2; 3; 4)
4v3v2v0  ! 4(4; 5; 6)
4v02v0v3  ! 4(5; 6; 7)
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??. ?? v0 ? v1 ? T2 ???????, ?????????????. ??????
???????, ????????????????????. ? 4? ip? T2 ????
v0v1v2v3???????, ???? 2? ip???? v0v1v2v03, ? 6? ip???? v0v1v02v3,
? 4? ip???? v0v1v02v03?????????????????. ??????????









??? n > 2? braid? Bn ?????, ?????, ??? 2?, ??? n??????


















	 	 	 	 	
R R R R R
    
I I I I I
1 4 7 10       3n+ 1
3 6 9 12 3n
2 5 8 11 3n  1
??? i??? (i+1)?????? half Dehn twist ??Ri (i = 1; : : : ; n  1)?, CA?
???
Ri = s3i;3i+2  s3i 1;3i+2  s3i;3i+3  3i+1  3i+3  3i 1  3i+1
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??????. n = 2??????, Qn ??? Ri ??????. Ri???? y ??? y0
?????????, y ????????????????????????.
Proposition 4.6. Ri??? braid ? Bn????
RiRi+1Ri = Ri+1RiRi+1 ; i = 1;    ; n  1;
RiRj = RjRi ; ji  jj  2
????.
??????? braid ??????????????????????. ???????,
(n + 2)??????????? Tn ????????????????????????
???????S1???????????????. ????????????????
???????????.









    !
Rmsm
y[m+ 1]
????. ???? y[1] = y[m+ 1] ?????? V ol(S3nK) ???????????.
??? K ???????S3 n K ????????????????????????
????. K????????????????????????, ??????????
??.
????? y[1] = y[m+1] ?? S1 ????????? y??????????????
???, ??????????moduli?????. ??????????????????




(1) ?????? S3n K [ 2?  ??????????????, ??????????
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